
WRITING ESSAYS FOR ESL STUDENTS

As your ESL students become more and more fluent, it's time to start thinking about practicing more complex forms of
writing, such as essays.

An essay needs a coherent structure to successfully articulate its arguments, and strong preparation and
planning is crucial to providing that structure. The Dessert So, there we have it. Students must know and
understand the academic vocabulary necessary to identify parts of an argument as well as write an
argumentative essay themselves. Explain how to make a bed. A good essay will leave a thought or two to
chew over! How well do you remember the events? Argumentative writing poses rhetorical difficulties for
ESL student writers. Describe a photo or work of art in as much detail as possible. In other words, the essay
should say how you plan to prepare for class. Independently writing an argumentative essay. Chances are you
have a mixed class, so it is recommended to tie essay writing skills to other important skills such as using
equivalencies, the proper use of linking language and sequencing in writing. Generally, this structure employs
five separate paragraphs for the entire essay. That central question is the engine of the writing, it should drive
everything! Conclusion Writing essays is a great way for your students to learn and refine some more
advanced writing skills. There's nothing worse than trying to teach students something that they simply don't
get. Write a short essay about how you prepared for class. This is a skeleton essay I created with sentence
starters and transitions you can provide to your students to. What would you do if your car got a flat tire on the
highway? Students will be able to add them to their own vocabulary lists, and even see how the words are
used in other videos. Use the Traditional 5-paragraph Essay Structure Providing a clear structure for the
student to approach essay writing can do much to build their confidence. This is never truer than when
teaching essay writing skills. Includes ESL Differentiation. Writing the American academic essay, you, as an
ESL writer, should be. Please leave your favorite methods in the comment section below. It is important to
remember that at this stage of the essay no new points should be introduced. The third rap of the hammer
occurs in the summation of the concluding paragraph, driving the point securely and convincingly home. How
do Grade 12 ESL students use blog discussions to compose argumentative essays? Show less Show. I like to
help students by first explaining that an essay is like a hamburger. As stated above, the main points should be
briefly outlined in the introduction. This may be accomplished by employing various strategies: an apt
quotation, referring to future consequences or attempting to inspire and mobilize the reader. They can practice
their essay writing skills without worrying about their grades, and you can be on hand to help. This is
important to sustain their interest throughout the process. The argumentative essay is a genre of writing that
requires the student to investigate a topic; collect, generate. Do the Homework Just as the planning is crucial,
so too is the research. If the essay is structured around a problem, it is frequently appropriate to end the essay
by offering solutions to that problem and outlining potential consequences if those solutions are not followed.
How can SFL help teachers and students with argumentative essays? Convince others, through your essay, to
read or watch it. It examined the challenges that a mature ESL student and her teachers. What should a player
do to win? More opportunities to be successful, but it is particularly supportive of ELL students. In structuring
each paragraph the somewhat unfortunate acronym P.


